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Who Are Mellivora Systems
The Team at Mellivora Systems have an extensive history within Special Operations and other specialist
roles and tactical organisations. Our training programs are developed from years of experience in the fields of
mentoring all walks of life from youth groups to soldiers in COIN TAAA operations from around the globe.
However, unlike government operations, our mission doesn't end as our boots leave the ground. We understand
that mentoring is far more than this, it involves imparting the decades of experience, fieldcraft and tacit
knowledge through all means of visual, physical and verbal communications in the field or across the other side
of the globe through other forms of communication and support.
Some of the Protected Areas and organisations the team is currently or has previously conducted training for
are: Akagera, Nyungwe, & Volcanoes National Park’s (NP) with the Rwandan Development Board (RDB) &
South African Wildlife College (SAWC) - Rwanda, Liwonde NP & Majete wildlife reserve- Malawi, Bazaruto NP
- Mozambique, Bangweulu Wetlands, Liuwa Plains NP, Conservation Lower Zambezi, West Lunga NP & Kafue
NP - Zambia among others.

“Our Mission – Design/test and Disseminate the best equipment, training and
mentorship systems available to Protected Area Law Enforcement throughout
Africa, bettering their lives, creating career progression & dissolving the need for
external instructors and their associated costs...”

Mellivora Systems achieves this through establishing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s) and the
disciplinary codes required to enable them, specific to each Protected Area’s needs. This includes Emergency
plans, Control Room, Communication & LE management systems. We have an extensive background in lateral
problem solving with Research, Design & Development of field and tactical equipment including tactical nylon,
power management, weapon, surveillance, and emergency systems, as well as the required planning and
training to ensure its effectiveness.
Our training & mentoring packages are customised for each park and their unique challenges. We understand
the increasing threat to Protected Areas and their LE and will build upon the skills and experiences of your
current LE teams, equipping them with the skills and knowledge to be ahead of the threat. We will find your
hidden leaders and empower them, creating irreversible momentum and self-sustaining progression. We are
not in the business of making slaves to our system, but rather a level of independence where training and
upskilling is performed internally, greatly reducing the need for outside instructors and the associated costs.
We understand the ever-changing environment of Protected Areas Law Enforcement and the increased risk the
Rangers are exposed to in their daily patrols. Our team has an intimate understanding of combat under the Rules
of Use Of Force in Law Enforcement and other high-threat environments.

Overview
Mellivora Systems contacted Andres Defence regarding the Tilo Challenge advertised on
SoldierSystems.Net in the first half of 2018. We recognised that we possessed a unique opportunity for both
stakeholders to help each other, for Andres Defence to open opportunities throughout Africa in the
Conservation industry and the ever-increasing public interest and media coverage, and for Mellivora Systems to
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be able to use the device in operational tasks and training throughout sub-Saharan Africa to increase the
survivability and capability of its teams
We were awarded the opportunity to trial the Tilo3Z+ between October – December 2018, starting in Liwonde
National Park, Malawi, during a basic field ranger recruit course for African Parks. This was conducted in an
operational area, prone to poaching incursions. The course is 8 weeks long, covering weapons, bushcraft, field
craft including night operations, tactics, medical, communications, navigation and various other subjects.
Simultaneous to the course in Malawi, we were conducting a large scale Combatives course in Rwanda for the
upskilling of all government rangers and trackers in law enforcement hand-to-hand combat & self-defence. We
were able to take the device into Akagera National park for 10 days and conduct operational mentoring patrols
on both land and water along the open boarder between Tanzania and Rwanda.
In both parks, the device proved to be a great piece
of equipment. A set of Mini NSEAS Gen3+ green
phos monoculars and a FLIR Scout II 320 were used
alongside the Tilo3Z+ for comparison of Night
Vision Devices (NVD’s). As a hands free ultracompact thermal imaging device, the Tilo3Z+
greatly increased the capability and confidence of
the rangers on the ground and became the
preferred NVD for almost all operations with the
exception of close, high ambient heat environments
like tropical jungle, where IR Gen3+ NVD’s with IR
flood lights offer far greater capability.

Figure 1: All three NVD’s in use on Marine Patrol

Tilo3Z+ Pros & Cons:
Pros

Cons

+ Compact, light weight
• no counter weights required
• no neck strain
+ Excellent refresh rate
• smooth, real time image
• no lag/delay

- Eyecup too soft
• collapses/deforms easily

+ Multiple display filter options
• filter for every situation
• easy to change while in use
+ Excellent battery life and options
• can run on rechargeable, external and 1 or
2 CR123 batteries
• 7-hour battery life easily achieved
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- Complex LED function
• easy to forget proper function of LEDs and
have a negligent light discharge while trying
to change LED mode
- Helmet Mount Swivel too loose
• the helmet mount swivel does not lock the
device into place and is easily shaken or
bumped out of place through normal use.
• Mount made of cheap plastic, not robust
like rest of camera. Feels sacrificial by
design.
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Detailed Review
The Tilo3Z+ was tested in multiple environments and weather conditions (see detailed patrol reports
at end of this review). From dry and wet seasons in everything from savanna, rugged mountain features, bush
and jungle, as well as riverine, reed and lake environments across Africa
The device was utilised in both a training and operational capacity during the conduct of 2 courses for several
organisations with a broad exposure. Some of the organisations exposed to its capability where Mellivora
Systems, African Parks Network, Rwandan RDB and IPRC Kitabi (the Rwandan governments conservation training
establishments).
More than 40 individuals from across these organisations were given the opportunity to use the device in various
capacities. These individuals ranged from field ranger patrol leaders, recruits, members of various special
operations units, park management and heads of law enforcement.
The review is broken into the following sections: Design & Mechanical Function, Sensor & Image, settings,
application, accessories

-Design & Mechanical Function
The Tilo3Z+ is contained in a very sturdy and well-built housing. It feels very strong and like it would
take a very serious incident to cause any damage. The overall aesthetics and design are very good. It works well
by its self or in conjunction with other NVD’s in a duel/fusion set up.
The Lanyard point is robust and capable of taking various lanyards or strops with speed and ease of access. The
battery cap tether is practical when used with a single CR123 batter. When the battery case extender is used,
the tether stays on the device and becomes useless, however it stays out of the way and in no way affects the
device.
The lens cover is well build and sturdy, however there is a small flaw in its design. If released under own pressure,
the cover slams into the body of the camera, creating an audible ‘Clack’. Even after several days of exposure,
rangers continued to forget to slowly open the lens cover under control, especially when fatigued. This could be
easily reduced with rubberising the flap or adding a strike pad.
The Eyecup was not as effective as it should have been. It was of an industry standard in its shape and design,
how ever the form and stability were too soft. It was not un-common for the eyecup to prolapse or cave in when
under pressure. This was very apparent when used in conjunction with the Mini NSEAS Gen3+ NVD
The battery compartment is well positioned, even with the battery case fitted, it is out of the way. The small
battery compartment cap has a small brass worm screw that must be tightened to ensure good connection with
the copper wire mesh behind it. This seems like an un-necessary issue that would be fixed with a fixed brass
spring.
The 4-pin video/power jack on the front face of the camera would be better mounted facing up or downwards
so that the cable isn’t sticking out awkwardly to the front of the camera. A fixed rubber cap would also be ideal
for keeping debris and mud out of the connection and thread when not in use. The threaded attachment is less
than ideal and difficult to get a good seal due to position, for users with large fingers.
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The 4 buttons are well placed, are well textured for ease of finding and well built. They function properly and
seem like they will last in tough environments.
The LED’s are very good quality and are well positioned. The 2 buttons to activate and change settings are
programmed in such a way that it is easy to forget correct function and switch from red light to white light by
simply holding the on/off/switch button too long while switching off the LED. It is possible to disable the white
LED, but less than ideal. The best ideas we came up with were to have a physical red filter that slides/screws on
and off. This removes the risk of a negligent white light discharge, while also reducing the number of LED’s to 2.
Or enable the ability to swap the IR/White light activation process so that it is much harder to turn the white
light on and off.
The mounting point allows for 2 positions of the mounting wheel. These allow for proper positioning between
mounting with the headband or mounting from a helmet adapter. The mounting wheel, its self, seems cheaply
built in comparison to the rest of the device. The wheel is also too loose when attached to the helmet adapters
swivel arm, allowing the device to swivel and rotate un expectedly while in use.

-Sensor & Image
The Tilo3Z+ gives an excellent image for a 320x TI camera, with a high refresh rate and good range of
colours/pallet given in real time. This enables the camera to be used as a standalone NVD for patrols and other
tasks in total darkness. The image is far superior to the FLIR SCOUT II 320, where the frame and refresh rate are
un workable for mobile tasks, especially patrolling or moving faster than 1km/hour.
The Image from the Tilo3Z+ was smooth enough for high speed vehicle operations as well as patrolling in
complex terrain such as jungle or thick bush in total darkness. When used in a fusion set up (Thermal on one
eye, IR NVD on the other), there was zero delay and allowed for the brain to naturally merge the 2 images.
During amphibious operations or while working around large bodies of water, the TI sensor miss-reads the
temperature reflecting off the surface of the water, giving false thermal readings. This is quite distracting while
searching shore lines and conducting amphibious operations. (see Figure 2)
The clarity of objects out past 100m was less clear
than with the Scout II, including human or medium
sized game. The sensor clearly registered their heat
signature, but the image clarity/pixilation was not
great. A man at 150m in vegetation is very difficult
to make out, if not moving in an exaggerated
fashion.

Figure 2: false reading off water
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-Settings
The Tilo3+z comes with an array of colour schemes and settings. Using the 4 buttons on the exterior of
the device, it is easy to change settings as required without removing the device from your eye. It was possible
to change brightness, zoom, colour scheme, as well as the LED colour, mode and brightness with out entering
any menus.
-there are several useful FILTERS, the most used were:
• IRON – excellent range of colour for quick identification and contrast. Good for urban areas
• HOT – Best used in static locations like an observation post, where immediate identification further
away, outweighs the need for terrain awareness.
• Red Hot– most used setting while on patrols where fast identification of high threat dangerous game
(animals) were present. The red colour scheme is easy on the eye, while the bright glow of heat sources
gave fast acquisition of threats. very good for patrolling in thick/close terrain. Offered best definition
with least strain on eye
• Green Cold – This setting was only used when pared with a green phosphorous NVD. No adjustment to
angle of image was required, once the zoom and brightness were matched, the 2 images naturally
fused. The main set back is that many of the HOT objects where of the lightest colour through the green
phos NVD, while the Tilo3+z set HOT objects as black in colour. This some times cause the fusion to
brake and or separate do to polar opposites trying to blend as 1 image. We recommend adding a Green
Hot colour scheme for use with green phos NVD’s

Figure 4,5,6: Cape Buffalo

Ranger with AKM

Impala (Bok)

-The range of ZOOM was adequate, .8x and 1x being the most used with 2x used very rarely to look at dangerous
game from afar. Increasing the power passed 2x was too pixilated and offered no real advantage due to the
limited detail in the 320x image
Images of Scout vs Tilo on x4 power, Black Hot Filter : Ranger with AKM standing 40m away

Figure 7,8:
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-The Image Brightness function worked well, being able to change easily depending on the time of
day/environment being worked in. This was especially important when paring with an IR NVD for a fusion set
up.
-The LED Settings were simple and easy to use, being able to change the colour, brightness and light mode with
the 2 buttons provided
• The colours were the 3 most used colours in conservation environment, White light with a very bright
LED, Red with an equally well-suited LED with very even light for tactical use, and an IR LED that was
not used during the trial.
• Unfortunately turning the LED on would always revert to the last used colour. If White light was the last
colour used, there was no way to turn on the LED without first turning on brilliant white light unless
you opened the menu and deactivate the white light all together. This is less than ideal. Second to this,
turning the torch on was done differently than turning it off. To turn on, a long hold was required,
however, to turn off, only a short press was required. This led to accidental white light discharge as
under fatigue, rangers would forget the change in function.
-We recommend 2 changes – Firstly, make turning on and off the same action, a long press.
-Secondly, consider a physical Red Filter that can be felt in place before activating the LED. This would
also reduce the LED count to 2 as the RED LED would no longer be required.
• Light Mode came with several options. These were not often used, only white light on full brightness
and Red light on medium were used, the flashing and signals were not used in this trial.
-The Menu was easy to use and helpful. The options are very well thought out and almost full customisation of
the device is possible.

-Suitability
The Tilo3Z+ is almost perfect for service with in conservation law enforcement. Generally speaking,
Parks & Wildlife Rangers are very harsh on their equipment due to a lack of training, understanding or
consideration due to circumstances. Equipment for rangers needs to be made tough and durable, as well as
simple and intuitive. The Tilo3Z+ is mostly all of these things and is by far the best NVD we have used to date.
The device enables the user to conduct patrols in almost any light/weather condition, with the ability to see and
identify the terrain and vegetation in no-light conditions, as well as rapidly identify and avoid dangerous game
that would otherwise pose a severe threat to the patrol. This includes vehicle borne operations where the
observer is not required to view from behind a window (helo, marine, 4x4). The devices smooth frame rate
enables the user to move easily through their terrain. (other than marine, drivers required the dual ‘fusion’ set
up to enable adequate situational awareness to operate their vehicles at a workable level)
The device is, however, not suitable for use in close vegetation such as jungles, during high temperatures. The
ambient residual temperatures create an over saturation of heat that make the device in-effective at
distinguishing between vegetation and terrain, animals and people. In this environment, we have found
white/green phos NVD’s work best with a small IR flood light.
Being an ultra-compact, lightweight and hands-free device, the Tilo3Z+ requires no counter weight or overly
technical accessories to maintain in the field. With the option of rechargeable batteries, the device is even more
suitable with most LE officers conducting patrols for 7+ days at a time without support. Rangers require all power
options to be replenished by power bank and solar energy. Altogether, the Tilo3Z+ is a very light weight and
sustainable option that has proven to be the preferred NVD option in almost all operational conditions.
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-Accessories
A series of accessories were sent with the Tilo3Z+ for trial in a weather proof protective case. These
items were:
• The Protective Case – excellent quality, easy to open, plenty of room for all accessories, light weight.
• 2x Rechargeable 16650 2500mah power cells – these were great and worked well. Recharging was
possible in the field or at base with the provided charger
• The Battery Charger was very good quality but was much larger than necessary, we would recommend
the smaller ‘XTAR MC2’ to the accessories. It charges 2 cells at a time, each cell covering 2 nights of
normal use. The MC2 is compact and light, also optimal for field deployments and works well off solar,
as did the provided XTAR VC4 (solar panel used - Power Traveller Falcon 40)
• The cleaning cloth was ok for dust and light debris/moisture. A soft haired brush and lens cleaner were
added to our kit
• The Tilo3Z+ Manual was well laid out and informative. The English translation was NOT in proper
English, however there were no issues understanding it. There was an error on Page 17, at the bottom
of the page, 3 images displayed the 3 distance estimator settings. The Hog and the Bok were incorrectly
labelled and need to be swapped.
• A Battery case extender was provided for use with dual CR123 or the rechargeable 16650. This was well
constructed and easy to use. It also doubled as a handle for holding the Tilo3Z+ and sharing with a team
or course of students.
• Helmet Adapter was designed for thicker ballistic helmets and small modifications had to be made with
pieces of plastic inserted into the metal brace in order to get the adapter to securely mount onto a
bump helmet (Protec ACE). The swivel mount/folding arm was good, how ever the holder and wheel
connection was not tight enough. This allowed free movement of the Tilo3Z+ during intense movement
on a vehicle or rapid movement on foot. The device required adjustment every so often to maintain a
good position. The quality of the wheel and holder seemed cheap and of far less quality than the device.
The wheel was easily damaged as the plastic was soft.
• The Headband worked well, it was light and easy and stayed in position. The elastic straps were sewn
with poor quality and should be made with better quality manufacturing. The swivel mount and holder
for the Headband was tighter and steadier than the helmet adapters holder.
• 30mm camera-adaptor was supplied but was not used. Appears to be well constructed and easy to
install
• A Tripod Mount was supplied on request, how ever due to some of our equipment not arriving, it was
not possible to test it. It appears to be well manufactured.
• The External Power Supply was of high quality, however, only testing the device in a mobile role during
the wet season, the power supply was not utilised often as it is not waterproof when in use. The Camera
was able to draw power from a Laptop USB port for fixed positions.
• The External Power Cable was of seemingly good quality, how ever the 4-pin connector thread lock
was difficult to engage and disengage, especially if dust had accumulated on the thread. A slide lock
option would be preferable. The length of the cable was good for mounting the device in a static
position, but was too long for helmet mounting a battery pack.
NOTE: If the USB External Power Cable is the same cable used for video feed, having the capability to set
the Tilo3Z+ up so the video is displayed onto a laptop via the cable, would be brilliant. An extended cable
could be plugged in and the device would make an excellent fast deployable Field Tactical Operations
Centre. If it is possible to have the video feed go straight onto a laptop or tablet, we highly recommend
pursuing this option.
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In addition to these accessories provided, we added a camera specific lens cleaning brush for cleaning dust and
debris from the device, as well as a small hard case large enough for the Tilo3Z+ with Battery Case attached and
the eyecup next to it. This was our standard carry option in the field (see image below)

Summary
Mellivora Systems and partners were very impressed with the Andres Defence Tilo3Z+ and its accessories. The
device greatly increased the night patrol capability in almost all aspects of parks & wildlife conservation law
enforcement in Africa.
All negative issues were of a minor nature and can be worked around by the operator. The advantages
collectively are unmatched by any product known by us on the market for its size, weight, filters, accessories
and usability. If funding were possible, we would equip every ranger with the device, as well as use in remote
key terrain surveillance and other tactical applications. The Tilo3Z+ is an enabler, it increases the capability,
survivability and confidence of the Law Enforcement teams protecting Africa’s most important Ecosystems.
Our point of contact with Andres Defence has been through Alexander Kireenko, who has been a great help in
organising this trial with us and providing all information required.
We have promoted the device to all key stakeholders as the NVD of choice and have created interest through
organisations with in the industry.
Point of contact:
Reiner Neist
Director of Training & Operations
Mellivora Systems
+27 81782340
RJNeist@Mellivorasystems.com
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Patrol Reports with images attached bellow:
Patrol 1
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: dry mopani bushland, little to no grass
Time and Temperature: 1900-2100hrs at 28*c
Weather: clear, dry
Situation: Camera just arrived, first test run
Who: MelSys RJN, Head LE Ranger LNP - Mike Polera
Mission: Test camera in basic patrolling conditions with elastic head mount. Establish basic
understanding of function and use in our operational environment
Findings: Camera is much lighter than expected. There is no need for counter weights and is quite
comfortable for long durations of time.
Image was streaky for duration of patrol, this was due to not fully reading the manual before use!
LED’s are very bright, however will need more time to understand configuration and settings, lit up
the bush like a disco trying to figure them out.
Image was clear out to 50m, able to see several game animals with ease – warthog, impala,

Figure 9: Recruit walking with M14 at training camp during day
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Patrol 2
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: dry mopani bushland, little to no grass, elephant grass river bed
Time and Temperature: 1800-2100hrs at 24*c
Weather: clear, dry
Situation: 3 man patrol along typical poacher incursion zone
Who: MelSys CI - RJN, Head LE Ranger LNP - Mike Polera, Ranger.
Mission: Conduct operational patrol with Tilo3 to detect and apprehend poachers along eastern
boundary
Execution: Tilo3 mounted on Helmet mount (ProTech ACE helmet) and used by scout, others
equipped with hand held Gen3+ mini NSEAS
Findings: Camera swivel mount/bracket is too loose, enabling camera to change its angle under
normal working conditions. Refresh rate is smooth and very clear enabling ease of patrolling. A Lone
bull elephant was spotted well before the Gen3+ NVD’s were able to see it in the long grass. Setting
was on GLOW and Iron, GLOW was too patchy with ambient trees and rocks radiating into the warm
night.

Figure 10: Bull Elephant at 40m in late afternoon
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Patrol 3
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: dry mopani bushland, sporadic scrub on edge of mountain
Time and Temperature: 2030-2130hrs at 26*c
Weather: clear, dry
Situation: evaluation patrol with Combination/fusion of Gen3+ (Mini Nseas) and Tilo3 on helmet.
Who: MelSys CI – RJN,
Mission: Patrol with both Tilo3 and Gen3+ NVD on single helmet to see if fusion possible
Findings: Once the Tilo3 is set to x1 power, the light is dimed accordingly, and the colour scheme is
set to Green, The combination seemed to naturally fuse after 30 seconds of tweaking. The aperture
or FOV on the Tilo3 is much smaller than the standard NVD tube and seemed to sit 75% inside the
FOV of the NVD.
The overlay seemed to work nicely except for areas where the IR signature reflected light colours on
the NVD and the HEAT in through the Tilo3 showed in black. These opposite contrasts caused
disruption in the natural fusion between the 2 eyes and the brain.
Perhaps if there were 2 more options In the Tilo3 – A white hot in the green scale, and a green scale
with a red/orange outline for body temperature objects (similar to other fusion devices like the
ClipIR). The red/orange outline would be optimal for fast recognition
Recognition of wildlife and persons out to 100m was greatly improved and almost seamless once
vision had adjusted

Figure 11: Ranger Patrolling with Tilo3Z+ (image taken with Samsung Note9 and Mini NSEAS NVD)
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Patrol 4
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: dry mopani bushland, Dry River bed with Elephant grass and thick bush
Time and Temperature: 2000-2230hrs at 24*c
Weather: Heavy Rain
Situation: evaluation patrol with Combination/fusion of Gen3+ (Mini Nseas) and Tilo3 on helmet
during heavy rain (start of wet season)
Who: MelSys CI – RJN,
Mission: Test the Tilo3 in heavy rain and compare with Gen3+ NVD in fusion set up.
Findings: The Tilo3 performed very well in the heavy rain. No loss of function or visual ability was
experienced. Clarity through the Tilo3 was better than with the Gen3+ NVD.
Even with rain drops striking and beading on the TI lens, the devise was still clear and functioned
well. The eye cup was sufficient at shielding the eye from water and surprisingly no condensation
was noticed on the screen.
Running the device on 2x CR123 batteries has worked well. The only issue was that the device did
not alert that the battery was low, it just wouldn’t turn on once the batteries were expended.
Over all, very impressed with device in heavy rain on a 2 hour patrol through mixed complex terrain.
Would only be improved with a Green White Hot option for use in conjunction with NVD’s.

Figure 12: Bull Elephant after rain through thick vegetation – 30m away
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Patrol 5
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: dry mopani bushland, Savanah grass land, bushy creek lines
Time and Temperature: 0300 – 0500 at 23*c
Weather: clear, high moon, dry
Situation: Operational training patrol with 9 recruits
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 9 ranger recruits
Mission: Conduct operational training ‘night patrol’ for development of ranger recruit’s confidence
and capability to conduct night patrols as part of their function with in Protected Areas Law
Enforcement.
Findings: The Tilo3 proved invaluable during the patrol as the Chief Instructor was able to identify 2
large and potentially extremely dangerous male Cape Buffalo bulls in an alert posture towards the
lead team. The buffalo were not visible to the Instructors using Gen3+ NVD’s and had the teams
continued to walk directly towards the bulls, there would have been a high chance of being charged,
resulting in serious casualties.
Various other game were spotted, such as impala, water buck, warthog, mongoose and other rodent
like animals. The Tilo3 is also capable of highlighting camel spiders. The most effect setting has been
Red Hot, as this seems to cause the least strain on the eyes, while giving good definition of grass,
branches, shrubs and vines while patrolling.

Figure 13: Impala (bok) laying at night – 75-100m
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Patrol 6
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: Sapling Mopani & Baobab forest
Time and Temperature: 2130 – 2230
Weather: clear, dry, no moon
Situation: Elephants destroying vegetation around training camp
Who: MelSys CI - RJN
Mission: Investigate noise in forrest around training camp, see how close can get to elephants in
total darkness with out being detected
Findings: Large bull elephant was grazing un-aware of my presence. Was able to get 20m from bull
with out being detected, standing semi open forest with no cover. HOT was the filter used and
generally quite effective. When standing next to an elephant. However when the surrounding bush
is warm with ambient heat from the days sun, it is quite hard to spot the difference between smaller
animals or people unless they are actively moving. This being said, the tilo3 is far better than Gen3+
NVD’s in No Light conditions such as this night with no moon.
Tilo3 was used hand held, holding onto battery case cap

Figure 14: Bull elephant smelling for threat – 20m
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Patrol 7
Location: Akagera National Park, Rwanda (operational Counter Poaching area)
Terrain: Lake Shore – papyri’s and grass
Time and Temperature: 1930-2100 at 23*
Weather: light rain, overcast, dark night
Situation: evaluation patrol with Combination/fusion of Gen3+ (Mini Nseas) and Tilo3 on helmet.
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, Mel Sys training team
Mission: Investigate training area for nocturnal dangerous game animals
Findings: The device was able to spot a lone buffalo by the lake shore, not seen by the Gen3+ NVD’s,
once again, giving early warning and situational awareness not available without a TI capability. The
refresh rate and FOV are excellent for such a small device, offering the ability to patrol normally in
total darkness. This also removes the need to conduct listening stops every 100m for dangerous
game as you can visually clear the area for threats rather than an audible clearance. This is a massive
capability enhancement.
There is a strange effect with large bodies of water where the thermal signature shows false
readings. The water reflects as if hot and disrupts the vegetation readings. This is not only found on
the Tilo3+ but was found with other FLIR devices.

Figure 15: Buffalo at 25m running along lake shore
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Patrol 8
Location: Akagera National Park, Rwanda (operational Counter Poaching area)
Terrain: Lake Shore – papyrus and grass
Time and Temperature: 2030-2200 at 25*
Weather: clear, dry
Situation: large pod of hippopotamus around camp grazing at night
Who: MelSys CI - RJN
Mission: investigate hippo with Tilo3+, see how close can get before fight or flight response
triggered.
Findings: The Tilo3Z+ enables the viewer to clearly identify a hippo out from 250+ meters. The
definition of the animal up close (within 50m) is fantastic.
The device enabled the team to approach and identify the warning behaviours of the hippo, noting
the moment before the fight or flight response initiates. The Hippo fortunately chose flight and ran
for the water once the team was 25m from the closest animal.

Patrol 9
Location: Akagera National Park, Rwanda (operational Counter Poaching area)
Terrain: Lake Shore – papyrus and thick scrub
Time and Temperature: 2000-2200 at 23*
Weather: light rain, over cast
Situation: mentor patrol along lake shore
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 3x APN Rangers
Mission: conduct short night patrol along lake shore in order to assess current state of Rwandan
ranger’s skills and competencies
Findings: The Tilo3 continues to prove its self as an invaluable training and mentoring asset, let
alone as a capability enabler for night operations in conservation law enforcement. During mentor
patrols, every movement and habit is made clearly visible. Assessment of the ranger’s discipline and
technique is made easy.
Regardless of weather, terrain, vegetation, the hands free design and lack of strain make the Tilo3
the best product on the market for this line of work. Its only short fall is hot nights, further north in
the jungle were the ambient heat remains the same as skin temperature. But for the rest of the
world, it is the best product I have seen to date.
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Patrol 10
Location: Akagera National Park, Rwanda (operational Counter Poaching area)
Terrain: Lake Shore – papyri’s and thick scrub
Time and Temperature: 1830-2130 at 23-27*
Weather: clear, dry
Situation: mentor patrol along lake shore
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 3x APN Rangers
Mission: conduct short night patrol along lake shore in order to assess current state of Rwandan
rangers’ skills and competencies
Findings: 3 Hippo and 2 Buffalo detected early thanks to Tilo3. The early detection allows for safer
assessment of night patrol techniques, being able to see the behavioural changes in the dangerous
game and warn/teach the mentee’s on what to listen for and how to avoid dangerous encounters.
Red Hot and Glow have proven to be the superior setting while walking through the African bush,
giving good contrast and definition while causing least strain on the eyes’
It is worth noting that at the start of the patrol, the ambient temperature from the warm day left a
lot of residual heat in the ground, ant hills and trees. This caused a lot of disruption and greatly
reduces the ability to pick up animals or people in the bush.

Figure 16: Ranger with AKM and patrol webbing with ambient heat
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Patrol 11
Location: Akagera National Park, Rwanda (operational Counter Poaching area)
Terrain: Lake, papyrus floating islands and river channels
Time and Temperature: 1800-0200 at 26-23*
Weather: clear, dry
Situation: mentor patrol with marine counter poaching team on boarder of Rwanda and Tanzania
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 2x APN Rangers
Mission: conduct marine boat patrol across lake and along Tanzanian boarder in order to assess
current state of Rwandan rangers’ skills and competencies
Findings: We expected better performance from the Tilo3 in the marine environment, however the
visual splash back from the water throws the camera’s readings completely out of tune. The
distortion even ends up disrupting the sensors readings of vegetation on the edge of the water.
Despite the distortion, it was very easy to spot the birds and animals hiding in the reads.
Unfortunately, no suspect or poachers where in the area that night, having screened 10km of lake
and river bank.

Figure 17:
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Patrol 12
Location: Akagera National Park, Rwanda (operational Counter Poaching area)
Terrain: Lake, papyrus floating islands and river channels
Time and Temperature: 2200-0400 at 22*
Weather: clear, dry
Situation: mentor patrol with marine counter poaching team on boarder of Rwanda and Tanzania
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 2x APN Rangers
Mission: conduct marine boat patrol across lake and along Tanzanian boarder in order to assess
current state of Rwandan rangers’ skills and competencies
Findings: The Device is excellent for spotting elephant, hippo and buffalo on the shore line at
distances of 600m and further. HOT, IRON and GLOW are all heavily distorted when on large bodies
of water, the Red Hot setting was the most practical again.
Poachers were easily spotted in the reeds, how ever, being on the Tanzanian side and in crocodile
infested reeds, they were not apprehended.

Figure 18: distorted sensor showing incorrect reading of water and thermal splash up papyrus reeds,
5 small reed birds seen in centre of image.
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Patrols 13 & 14
Location: Akagera National Park, Rwanda (operational Counter Poaching area)
Terrain: Lake, papyri’s floating islands and river channels
Time and Temperature: varied at night
Weather: clear, dry/light rain
Situation: mentor patrol with marine counter poaching team on boarder of Rwanda and Tanzania
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 2x APN Rangers
Mission: conduct marine boat patrol across lake and along Tanzanian boarder in order to assess
current state of Rwandan rangers’ skills and competencies
Findings: No change to the for-mentioned points, again, all poaching activity was on Tanzanian side
of the boarder and impractical to apprehend. Tilo3Z+ proved to be an excellent asset, especially in
its hands-free application of TI-NV. The coxswain was able to do his job accurately in total darkness.
A FLIR Scout II 320 was also used on the patrols. The Scout 2 had better range and slightly better
clarity of a man figure at distance. However the refresh rate, over all clarity, colour options, weight,
size and functionality of the Tilo3Z+ make it a far superior device for all law enforcement work.

Figure 19, 20:
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Patrol 16
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: Mopani Woodlands, Stone Spur line, grass
Time and Temperature: 1930 – 2230 at 29*
Weather: clear, dry, high moon
Situation: Night patrol with Recruits
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 9 recruits
Mission: conduct practical training and practice of lessons taught in night patrolling and setting up
temporary base
Findings: Ambient heat in stones, trees and dirt removed heat contrast and greatly reduced
capability of the Tilo3. Black Hot seems to be the best colour scheme at higher temperatures,
offering the best contrast.
Game and other animals were only noticeable when moving, otherwise identical to rocks and logs. In
these circumstances, IR NVG’s are slightly more effective for night patrolling during decent moon
phase or with IR flood, however in total darkness, the Tilo3 would prove to be more useful.

Figure 21: Young bull elephant in Mopani forest – 30m
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Patrol 17
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: Mopani Woodlands, Stone Spur line, grass
Time and Temperature: 0200 – 0500 at 22*
Weather: clear, dry, low moon
Situation: Night patrol with Recruits
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 8 recruits
Mission: conduct practical training and practice of lessons taught in night patrolling and target
approach by night.
Findings: Multiple Buffalo sighted at a distance of 150m during patrol, easily avoided due to Tilo3
being used as they were not clearly identifiable with the Gen3+ NVD. Patrol was easily assessed and
graded for their application of lessons taught due to the ease of seeing their movement and
technique with the Tilo3.
As recruits went in and out of foliage and long grass, they were easily visible 90% of the time out to
50m, making control of the exercise very easy. A bull elephant was avoided at the end of the patrol
again, thanks to the Tilo3 picking up its signature from a distance.

Figure 22, 23
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Patrol 18
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: Thick scrub and bushland along river catchment area, undulated with river beds and thick
vines
Time and Temperature: 1730 – 2330 at 26*c
Weather: overcast, dry, low moon
Situation: Operational re-supply
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 7 recruits
Mission: conduct 8km night patrol in order to re-supply operationally imbedded OP and Ambush
teams and provide relief in place
Findings: The Tilo3Z+ enabled the team to move at 2km/hr through thick vegetation and undulating
terrain with Rhino, Hippo, Buffalo, Lion and Elephant known to habitat the area. Without the Tilo3,
the patrol would have taken twice as long.
During the patrol, several dangerous game were encountered, rough terrain and very thick
vegetation was avoided or conquered with relative ease in comparison to conducting the patrol
without the device.
The main difference is the need to conduct listening stops every 200m is removed and clear vision
for path finding enables faster movement. Risk to force is dramatically reduced and confidence
greatly increased in the rangers. Red Hot was the filter of choice due to the ambient temperature up
around 26*c
RV with the other deployed teams was also significantly easier and safer with the use of the Tilo3.
Red light and voice were no longer required for an effective marry up.

Figure 24: Ranger Patrolling with M14 and Tilo3Z+
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Patrol 19
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: Thick scrub and bushland along river catchment area, undulated with river beds and thick
vines
Time and Temperature: 0130 – 0500 at 25*
Weather: overcast, dry, high moon
Situation: Operational Ambush
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 4 recruits
Mission: conduct 4-man ambush in vicinity of protected area boundary in order to capture poachers
entering or exiting the park illegally
Findings: Though the ambush was never sprung as there was no poaching activity in the direct area.
The capability of using hands free TI with the Tilo3 proved to greatly increase confidence and moral
of the teams conducting night operations. In comparison, one of the other teams, 5km away working
without NV capability, had 2 poachers walk within 25m of the ambush site. The poachers managed
to escape under the cover of darkness and the nearest team in support only had Gen3+ NVD, which
was ito find the suspects. It is our belief that had the Tilo3 been in use, they would have easily
apprehended both suspects.

Patrol 20
Location: Liwonde National Park, Malawi (Operational Anti-Poaching Area)
Terrain: Thick scrub and bushland along perimeter fence line
Time and Temperature: 1900 – 0500 at 25*
Weather: clear, dry
Situation: Operational OP and Night Patrols
Who: MelSys CI – RJN, 4 recruits
Mission: conduct 4x 2 man OP’s along fence line with a roving patrol rotation in order to detect any
illegal activity and apprehend suspects.
Findings: The Tilo3Z+ was able to provide early warning out to 400m for the teams, sighting the
approach of potential suspects and enabling the roving team to get into an optimal position for
reacting to any illegal activity.
The team was also able to avoid walking into a herd of 3 buffalo bulls grazing in the area. Two of the
bulls began to approach the roving team aggressively and the team were able to move fast enough
to break sent and move down wind.
The Tilo3 has proven to be a significant capability enhancement within the realm of counter
poaching.
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Figure 25: African Parks Ranger Recruits getting exposure to the Tilo3Z+

Figure 26: Preparations for night maritime patrol – Akagera NP – RWANDA

Figure 27: Marine patrol along Rwanda-Tanzanian boarder
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